This paper proposes a Double Gamma (DGamma) Principal Components Analysis (DGamma PCA); it considers effective PCA method to noise. We will utilize the DGamma distribution to model noise. An exact form of the probability density function (pdf) of DGamma distribution will be viewed. In addition, introduce some of graphical illustration of the pdf of the DGamma distribution; view Moment generation function of DGamma distribution. Moreover, maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) of DGamma distribution is obtained. Finally, experimental results on simulated data of DGamma PCA to noise are demonstrated.
Introduction
The dimension reduction is a process of projecting high-dimensional data to a much lower-dimensional space. Determining patterns in data of high dimension can be hard to find. Principal Components Analysis (PCA) is a way of identifying patterns in data, and expressing the data so that PCA is considering a powerful tool for analyzing data [1] . PCA based on Gaussian noise model is sensitive to the noise [2] .
Principal Components Analysis (PCA) is a standard statistical tool which have been widely used in dimensionality reduction, data compression and image processing. It looks for a linear transformation where reduces a large set of variables in which the amount of variance in the data is maximal.
PCA method is applied in many fields, such as pattern recognition [3] , image processing [4] , regression application [5] and data mining [6] .
Historically, a number of natural approaches of PCA have been explored and proposed in the literature over several decades. Robust PCA methods can be categorized into two paradigms: non-probabilistic approaches and probabilistic approaches. The basic strategy of non-probabilistic methods is to remove the influence of large noise in corrupted data items. While, probabilistic approaches demonstrating that PCA may indeed be derived within a density-estimation framework [7] . Actually, noise in data reduces the quality of the information. PCA is considered one of the techniques that is interested in reducing the number of dimensions and extract the most important information without much loss of information [8] . Many of studies of PCA assume that the data are distributed according to a Gaussian distribution. The Gaussian PCA is sensitive to the noise of large magnitude. To robustify PCA, a number of improvements have been proposed by replacing the Gaussian distribution by another one [9] . The objective of this paper is replacement the Gaussian PCA to the DGamma PCA. A new approach of DGamma PCA of modeling noise is studied and the results are obtained. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents DGamma distribution: it's probability density function, graphical illustration, Moment generating function and the computation of the maximum likelihood estimation. Section 3 presents the maximum likelihood estimation of the parameters of the DGamma distribution. Then, Section 4 provides case study of a simulated DGamma PCA of modeling noise. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
Double Gamma Distribution
The Gamma distribution (or also known as the Erlang distribution, named for the Danish mathematician Agner Erlang) has considerable attention in reliability theory [10] . The general form for the probability density function (pdf) of the DGamma distribution (also referred to as reflected gamma distribution) is given by
where μ and θ 2 are the positive location and scale parameters respectively, and Γ is the gamma function which has the form
The form of the DGamma distribution when μ = 0 is given by f(x; μ, θ 1 , θ 2 ) = ( 
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The standard forms of DGamma distribution of equation (1) where μ = 0 and θ 2 = 1 is given by
Some different shapes of pdf for DGamma distribution in different values of their parameters are presented. The following is the plot of the DGamma probability density function a) DGamma PDF when The moment generating function of DGamma in equation (3) is:
Maximum Likelihood Estimation
Definition: Let represent x 1 , x 2 , ⋯ x n a random sample from a density function f(x; θ) and let L(θ) = L(θ; x 1 , x 2 , ⋯ x n ) be corresponding likelihood function, and is given by:
As a general procedure for constructing estimators, the value of θ ̂, that maximize L(θ) will be chosen. Any value of θ ̂ satisfies the following inequality
The likelihood function for n i. .
Hence, a numerical matter can be used to solve the log-likelihood Equation (4) in order to compute the maximum likelihood estimates of 1 , 2 .
The maximum likelihood estimates of the two parameters of the DGamma distribution is applied for different random samples of size n generated from DGamma distribution. Then, the function "nlm" from package "STATS4" of R statistical package is used to compute the ML estimates of ̂1 and ̂2 . The confidence intervals, MSE and Bias are also computed. In Table 1 below, n and R the sample size and number of samples, respectively. Table 1 shows that, in general, when sample size n increases, the estimates for the two parameters 1 , 2 are improved. In addition, the lengths of the confidence intervals of the two parameters decrease when the sample size increases. The computed MSE and Bais for the two parameters also decrease when n increases. Therefore, one can conclude that, the results are getting better when the sample size increases. Which is true for all ML estimations; and this simulation study proves it when applying simulated data.
MSE of ̂
MSE of
DGamma PCA of Modelling Noise
In this section, the resistance DGamma PCA for noise by demonstrates some of case study from a simulation study is performed to evaluate the DGamma PCA to the noise. Generate low rank matrices B 5 × 5 matrices from DGamma( = 9 , = .5) with sample size n=100. Then corrupt them with noise that has rate 10% (where 10% considered the largest proportion could corrupt the data by it) and trying to recover them by DGamma PCA technique. The cases that viewed below form of 60% of cases that appeared when applying the implementation of DGamma PCA with noise.
Case 1:
[a1]
[a2] Secondly, from 
Conclusions
In this paper, the DGamma distribution is viewed and some of its properties are shown. In addition, maximum likelihood estimates of the two parameters are computed and the numerical results are presented and discussed. From results, one extracts when the sample size increases the estimates results improves. Which is true for all ML estimation; and this simulation study proves it when applying simulated data. Moreover, when applying DGamma PCA technique on data with 10% noising, the results were suitable. Therefore, one can conclude that the DGamma PCA technique has acceptable behavior on data with noise.
